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Symmetry and substrate effects on magnetic interactions from first principles:
A comparison between FeÕW„100… and FeÕW„110…
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The ab initio full-potential linearized augmented plane-wave~FP-LAPW! method was employed to inves-
tigate the magnetic properties of 1 monolayer~ML ! Fe on W~100! and W~110! substrates. Theoretical study
reveals very different characteristics arising from the Fe-Fe and Fe-W interactions in these two systems, which
include Fe-W relaxations, magnetic moments, and interlayer exchange couplings. The origin of these differ-
ences is considered by the crystal-field effects in these two crystallographic orientations. We show that sym-
metry plays a crucial role in the Fe-Fe and Fe-W interlayer interactions in Fe/W ultrathin magnetic films.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ultrathin Fe films grown on W~100! and W~110! sub-
strates are prototype magnetic systems for studying thin-
magnetism1–24due to their thermal stability, large lattice mis
match of 9.4%, and pseudomorphic growth. Fe films dep
ited on W~100! and W~110! substrates exhibit very differen
magnetic properties.3,8,12,16,21 While submonolayer Fe on
W~110! is magnetic,2–4,8,12,19,22no magnetic signal has bee
observed on W~100! substrate.6,7,21So far, this difference has
not been extensively explored nor understood. Here we
tempt to illustrate the differences between the two syste
with their atomic symmetries and their subsequent effect
the overlayer-substrate interactions for the~100! and ~110!
crystal orientations. The crystallographic orientation dep
dence of magnetism has also been observed for the inter
exchange coupling in multilayer magnetic systems.25

Exchange coupling between atomic layers constitu
many interesting phenomena including giant magnetore
tance~GMR! and spin waves in magnetic multilayer. Tw
theories have been developed and employed to explain
interlayer exchange couplings.26,27 One is based on the
Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida~RKKY ! spin-dependen
scattering model.26 The other is based on the quantum s
effect, i.e., the modulation of density of states~DOS! due to
quantum confinement.27 These two theories are quite su
cessful in explaining most of the experiment
observations.28 Despite the good agreement in GMR betwe
theory and experiment, there is one aspect that deserves
ther attention. So far the short oscillation periods of the
change coupling predicted by theory in the~110! oriented
multilayer have not been observed in experiments.28 Some
ascribe such a discrepancy to the surface and inter
roughness or disorder effect.29,30 Indeed, including disorde
in the calculations, the short oscillation periods cou
disappear.29 However, the underlying mechanism is st
quite controversial. Understanding exchange coupling on
short-range scale is necessary in order to understand th
fects of interface atomic structure on GMR.

In addition to interlayer exchange coupling, the origin
ferromagnetism in metals is still not complete
0163-1829/2003/67~18!/184414~7!/$20.00 67 1844
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understood.31–33 The role that intra-atomic and interatom
exchange interaction plays in ferromagnetism is still n
clear. Whether these two interactions are collaborative
competing largely depends on the system and its ato
structure under study. Generally speaking, larger interato
distance favors ferromagnetism for interatomic exchange
teraction dominated systems and leads to an enhanced
netic moment. At a given interatomic spacing, whether
system is ferromagnetic or not will depend on many comp
ing interactions including magnetic, electronic, elastic, a
magnetoelastic interactions that eventually lead to the low
energy state. The situation is more complicated when the
an interface~e.g., Fe/W!, where the hybridization or interac
tion between the two interfacial elements will be added. I
particularly subtle when magnetism is dominated by the
teratomic exchange interaction because of its sensitivity
chemical bonding. However, the interface will also affe
intra-atomic interaction due to the change in crystal field a
therefore the width and splitting of thed band.

As is well known, magnetic moment is closely related
the nearest neighbor coordination number, the interato
bond length, and the nature of chemical bonding between
atoms. According to the Stoner model,34 ultimately it is the
electronic structure including both the majority and minor
spin bands that governs the appearance of magnetism
cording to the energy gain through exchange splitting. Si
electronic structure is very sensitive to the symmetry a
bond length of the atomic geometry, it is of great pertinen
to study the geometric effect on magnetism. Since Fe,
and Ni are considered to be itinerant magnetic metals,
overall band structures and Fermi surfaces of these mate
were studied earlier. For ultrathin magnetic films with n
more than a few monolayer~ML ! coverage on nonmagneti
substrate, it is the 3d band of the magnetic element th
determines the magnitude of the magnetic moment and
relative orientation. However, for the magnetic adsorbate,
effect of substrate on its electronic structure is significant.
a result, the crystal-field effect of the nearest neighbors w
play a significant role on the splitting, degeneracy, and
relative positions of the fived (dxy ,dxz ,dyz ,dx2y2,dz2) orbit-
als of the magnetic adsorbate atom. Even though crystal-fi
theory ~or ligand-field theory! is mainly applied to metal
©2003 The American Physical Society14-1
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oxides and to other ionic crystals, it is still valid and useful
consider thed-band splitting in metallic ultrathin films de
posited on substrates since both interatomic and intra-ato
interaction will probably play an important role in thes
films. Actually crystal-field splitting is very similar to the
on-site Coulomb repulsionU generally adopted in solid-stat
theory. The limitation of crystal-field theory is that on
short-range nearest-neighbor interactions are conside
Nevertheless, it is still rather helpful in understanding t
geometric effect on the magnetic moment and on the sh
range interlayer exchange coupling.

II. THE SYSTEMS

The Fe/W~110! and Fe/W~100! ultrathin films are proto-
type magnetic systems for providing insightful informatio
on thin film magnetism. Comparison of two different crys
orientations is also very useful for understanding the lack
experimental evidence on the short oscillation periods
GMR as a function of spacer layer thickness in~110! ori-
ented multilayer. Furthermore as stated earlier, it was
served that there are magnetic dead layers in the subm
layer coverage of Fe on W~100!,21 while an enhancement o
the surface magnetic moment was observed for the 1
Fe/W~110! system.8,19,22 Since electronic structure directl
reflects the atomic structure of the system, magnetism is v
sensitive to the details of the atomic structure. The near
neighbor Fe-Fe bond length of pseudomorphic layer
W~110! is only 0.866 of that on W~100!. However, the Fe-W
interlayer distance for W~100! is shorter than the one fo
W~110! and the Fe atom has four nearest-neighbor W ato
compared to the two atoms for the case of W~110!. Thus Fe
and W layers have a stronger interaction in the~100! oriented
film than in the~110! film. In addition, 1 ML Fe/W~100! has
a C4v point-group symmetry, while 1 ML Fe/W~110! has a
lower C2v symmetry as shown in Fig. 1. Since symmetry
crucial in crystal-field splitting of thed orbitals, it is not
unexpected that Fe/W~110! and Fe/W~100! films exhibit dif-
ferent magnetic properties. Moreover, the Fe-W interfac
layers are characterized as having a strong interaction du
the highly reactive nature of the W atoms. The Fe-W bind

FIG. 1. Schematics of theC4v andC2v point-group symmetries
for the two bcc crystal orientations~100! and ~110!.
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energy is about 4.1 eV/atom.8 Consequently this system i
particularly suitable for the study of interlayer exchange
teractions on a short-range atomic level. Further the str
hybridization between the valences, p orbitals and the more
localizedd orbitals makes crystal-field theory applicable f
the study of Fe/W systems. The dependence of magn
properties such as magnetic moment and interlayer excha
coupling on crystallographic orientation will be pronounc
in this system since magnetic interaction is largely localiz
due to the relative strong interaction between the overla
Fe and substrate W atoms.

For the free-standing Fe~110! or Fe~100! thin films, the
magnetic moment of Fe is approximately proportional to
nearest-neighbor bond length and inversely proportiona
the coordination number since the density of states~DOS! is
broader for shorter bond distance and larger coordina
number. Consequently for shorter interatomic distance
large coordination number, the DOS at the Fermi level
reduced, hence a smaller magnetic moment is expected.
lier calculations7 and our presentab initio calculations show
that Fe atoms have moments of around 3.3mB and 2.9mB ,
respectively, for the 1 ML free-standing Fe~100! and Fe~110!
film with the same bcc Fe lattice parametera of 2.86 Å. Both
of these values are enhanced compared to 2.2mB for the bulk
bcc Fe. The smaller moment in Fe~110! is due to the shorter
nearest-neighbor distances in the~110! oriented film com-
pared to that of~100! orientation. However, for 1 ML Fe/
W~100! and 1 ML Fe/W~110!, an opposite trend is observe
In both experiments3 and theoretical calculations,19 it was
found that Fe has an enhanced moment of about 2.56mB in 1
ML Fe/W~110! film compared to the moment of 2.2mB in
bulk bcc Fe. Further, a Curie temperature of 282 K w
observed for the monolayer Fe on W~110!.3,8 These results
are contrary to those of Fe free-standing films. According
the above mentioned argument, Fe atoms should posse
larger magnetic moment on a W~100! substrate if only the
nearest-neighbor interactions are taken into account. Fur
the submonolayer Fe films are grown pseudomorphically
both the W~100! and W~110! substrates.1,12,21Therefore the
unexpected experimental result of vanishing magnetic m
ment for Fe on W~100! must be related to the interactio
between Fe and W atoms. A major difference between
~110! and ~100! oriented atomic structures is the symmet
symmetry must play an important role in the interaction b
tween the Fe overlayer and the W substrate. Indeed, acc
ing to crystal-field theory, the 3d orbitals will be split into
different bands for different symmetry. As a result, the int
action between Fe and W will be greatly affected by t
symmetry. Consequently both the interlayer exchange in
action and magnetic moment will strongly depend on
crystal symmetry and orientation of the films.

For a heterogeneous epitaxial layer on a substrate,
crystal-field effect on the atom of an interfacial adsorb
layer comes from two sources, one is due to the neighbo
atoms in the same adsorbed layer, and the other arises
the neighboring substrate atoms. Similar to the magnetic
ment, the relative strength of the crystal field depends on
nature of chemical bonding and geometric effects. Figur
illustrates thed-orbital splitting due to the crystal-field effec
4-2
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FIG. 2. Schematics of crystal-field splittin
for the Fe atoms inC4v andC2v crystal symmetry
environment at theG point.
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in free-standing Fe monolayer films and with W substrat
According to crystal-field theory, the relative positions of t
d orbitals are determined by their symmetries and the p
tions of the neighboring atoms. The width of crystal-fie
splitting could be measured by the width of thed-DOS. The
overall width for the overlayer Fe 3d orbitals is about 5 eV
~Ref. 19! for 1 ML Fe on W~110!. The crystal-field splitting
for the W 5d orbitals is about 10 eV.19

Crystal-field splitting affects not only magnetism~e.g.,
Hund’s second rule!, but also the relative orientations of th
spin and orbital moments, i.e., Hund’s third rule. Rigorous
Hund’s second and third rules are only valid for isolat
atoms. In a crystal environment, when crystal-field splitti
is of the order of electron-electron exchange interacti
Hund’s third rule may no longer hold. There are only a fe
cases where a violation of Hund’s third rule w
observed.19,22,35–37Violations are observed for the interfaci
W atoms in Fe/W~100! from experiments37 and in Fe/W~110!
from earlierab initio calculations.19,22The reason is perhap
due to the large crystal-field splitting of W 5d orbitals since
the W 5d orbitals are affected strongly by the neighbori
atoms. The 5d density of states of W is broadened to be;10
eV which is twice as much as 3d DOS broadening for Fe.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The WIEN97 code38 based on FP-LAPW method was us
to carry out the calculations. Repeated slab geometries
sisting of a total of five W substrate layers and one Fe la
on each surface were employed in all of the calculations
total of eight vacuum layers were used to separate the in
actions between the slabs. The same number ofk points of
3000 in the full Brillouin zone was used for both Fe/W~110!
and Fe/W~100! films to ensure a proper comparison. T
generalized gradient approximation~GGA! was adopted for
the exchange-correlation functional. Spin-orbit coupling
the valence electrons was not included in the calculatio
Additional computational details were described in our e
lier publications.19,23
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The theoretical bcc W lattice constant of 3.205 Å w
used for the in-plane lattice parameter in 1 ML Fe/W~110!
and 1 ML Fe/W~100! films. By comparing the results from
the films with the same in-plane lattice parameter, the diff
ences in structure and magnetism between these two sys
could be attributed to the difference in symmetry and
subsequent Fe-Fe and Fe-W interactions. In addition,
more calculations at different lattice parameters of 3.165
3.123 Å were carried out for 1 ML Fe/W~100! in order to
check the effect of lattice parameter change on structural
magnetic properties while keeping the symmetry intact.

The calculated Fe-W interlayer distances and magn
moments for both the Fe and W atoms are listed in Table
and II, respectively. The equilibrium Fe-W interlayer di
tance is 1.97 Å for 1 ML Fe/W~110!, a relaxation of;13%
from the bulk W-W~110! interlayer distance. This value is i
reasonable agreement with the earlier low-energy elec
diffraction ~LEED! experiment result of 13% relaxation5 and
the recent scattering x-ray diffraction~SXRD! result of 8%
relaxation.24 A much smaller Fe-W interlayer spacing of 1.8
Å was determined by earlier FP-LAPW calculations,2 a re-
laxation of 16%. On the other hand, our theoretical Fe
interlayer distance is only 1.25 Å in 1 ML Fe/W~100! for the
same in-plane lattice spacing of 3.205 Å as in Fe/W~110!, a
relaxation of;22% compared to the corresponding W-

TABLE I. Theoretical atomic structures for 1 ML Fe/W~110!
and Fe/W~100!.

d(Fe-W1) ~Å! d(W1-W2) ~Å! d(W2-W3) ~Å!

1 ML Fe/W~110!
(a53.205 Å)

1.97 2.26 2.25

1 ML Fe/W~100!
(a53.205 Å)

1.25 1.61 1.60

1 ML Fe/W~100!
(a53.165 Å)

1.28 1.64 1.61

1 ML Fe/W~100!
(a53.123 Å)

1.30 1.66 1.63
4-3
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bulk interlayer distance. Earlier calculations by Wu a
Freeman7 show a Fe-W interlayer spacing of only 1.07 Å
again much smaller than our current result. Their system
cally smaller Fe-W interlayer distances is probably due to
treatment of W 5p orbital as a core state, instead of as
semicore state adopted in our current calculations. Vary
the in-plane lattice parameter for the 1 ML Fe/W~100! sys-
tem only induces small changes in the interlayer distance
seen from Table I. The symmetry effect is more drama
than shear lattice parameter variation.

Figures 3~a! and 3~b! show the minority-spin 3d partial
density-of-states (d-PDOS) for the Fe overlayer on W~100!
and W~110! substrates, respectively. It is seen that the sp
tings of 3d minority-spin bands are quite different for th
two systems. For monolayer Fe grown on W~100! substrate,
three major peaks could be identified, while for monolay
Fe grown on W~110! substrate, only two main peaks a
seen. However, the Fe majority-spin 3d band is almost com-
pletely filled.19 The band is narrower compared to the mino
ity spin 3d band. Further there is no crystal-field splittin
This difference between the Fe minority-spin and majori
spin 3d band is due to the different locations of these tw
bands. The majority-spin band is lower in energy and clo
to the nuclei, therefore the influence of the neighboring
oms is much smaller. The minority-spin band, on the ot
hand, is higher in energy and further away from the nuc
therefore crystal-field effect is much stronger.

Table II shows the magnetic moments for the Fe overla
and the W substrate atoms. The magnetic moments for Fe
2.56mB and 2.09mB for 1 ML Fe grown on W~110! and
W~100! substrates, respectively. It appears that the magn
moment of Fe is enhanced by 16% in 1 ML Fe/W~110! com-

TABLE II. Theoretical magnetic moments for 1 ML Fe/W~110!
and Fe/W~100!.

mB ~Fe! mB (W1) mB (W2) mB (W3)

1 ML Fe/W~110!
(a53.205 Å)

2.56 20.085 20.000053 20.00027

1 ML Fe/W~100!
(a53.205 Å)

2.09 20.25 0.090 20.076

1 ML Fe/W~100!
(a53.165 Å)

2.05 20.24 0.094 20.068

1 ML Fe/W~100!
(a53.123 Å)

1.96 20.23 0.082 20.065
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pared to the bulk bcc Fe value of 2.2mB in agreement with
previous experimental results.3,8 However, a reduction of 5%
is observed for the 1 ML Fe grown on W~100! substrate
compared to the bulk Fe bcc value. Varying the lattice p
rameter in 1 ML Fe/W~100! changes very little of the mag
netic moment. The more striking differences between the
systems come from the induced moments on the neighbo
W layers. The interfacial W atom in~110! film acquires a
moment of 0.085mB and is antiferromagnetically coupled t
the neighboring Fe atoms. The magnetic moments for
interfacial W atoms in the~100! films are around 0.25mB ,
much larger compared to the ones in the~110! film. Recent
experimental data37 also demonstrate an induced interfac
W moment of;0.2mB for Fe/W~100! in good agreemen
with our current calculations. The inner W atoms have ve
small induced moments in the~110! film, while the induced
moments for W persist for the inner layers in the~100! films.
The second and third layer W atoms have moments
;0.09mB and;0.07mB , respectively, in the~100! oriented
films. Each W layer in the~100! films is antiferromagneti-
cally coupled to the neighboring layers, while all the W la
ers are ferromagnetically coupled to each other in the~110!
film. These differences can be explained using crystal-fi
theory below for the adsorbed Fe atoms on W substrates

As stated earlier, Fe/W~110! and Fe/W~100! have differ-
ent symmetries with aC2v point-group symmetry in the
~110! film and C4v symmetry in the~100! film as shown in
Fig. 1. Further, the nearest-neighbor bond distances are
quite different. Fe has four equivalent nearest bondsa in the
~100! plane while Fe has four bonds at a shorter distance
0.866a in the ~110! plane. However, the Fe-W interlayer dis
tance is much shorter for the~100! film than that of~110!
film as described earlier. According to crystal-field theo
the otherwise degenerate Fe 3d orbitals will be split accord-
ing to the symmetries of thed orbitals, and to the geometri
positioning of the nearest-neighbor atoms. The splitting w
also depend on the strength of crystal field specific to e
individual species. As stated earlier, Fig. 2 illustrates
splitting of Fe 3d orbitals in two different crystal symmetrie
with and without the W substrate. Thed-orbital symmetry
also affects the nature of bonding with W substrate diff
ently for the~100! and~110! crystallographic orientations. In
the case of Fe/W~100!, dxz and dyz orbitals are equivalent
However, thedxz anddyz orbitals are no longer degenerate
Fe/W~110! due to the reduced symmetry in Fe-Fe bondin
FIG. 3. Minority-spin 3d par-
tial density of states (d-PDOS)
for Fe in 1 ML Fe/W~100! ~a! and
1 ML Fe/W~110! ~b!.
4-4
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TABLE III. The contribution of each orbital to the magnetic moment~spin-up–spin-down! inside the muffin-tin sphere (R51.27 Å) on
each atom for 1 ML Fe/5 ML W~100!.

Spin
~↓-↑! mB s p dtot dz2 dx2y2 dxy dxz dyz

W(S-3) 20.076 20.003 20.003 20.07 20.012 0.05 20.04 20.022 20.001
W(S-2) 0.091 0.002 20.005 0.094 20.018 20.009 0.021 0.066 0.034
W(S-1) 20.147 20.01 20.012 20.125 20.025 20.04 20.031 20.064 20.064
Fe(S) 2.096 0.033 0.004 2.059 0.628 0.521 0.189 0.391 0.331
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The Fe-W bonds are formed through the interactions
tween the Fe 4s, 4pz , 3dz2, 3dxz , 3dyz orbitals and the W
6s, 6pz , 5dz2, 5dxz , 5dyz orbitals. The interaction betwee
the interfacial Fe and W layers could be considered electr
cally favored in the Fe/W~100! system and electronically no
favored in the Fe/W~110! system due to theC4v symmetry of
the former,C2v symmetry of the latter, and the symmetri
of the dxz and dyz orbitals. Bothdxz and dyz orbitals are
bonding orbitals in Fe/W~100! system, whiledxz orbital be-
comes strongly antibonding in Fe/W~110! system. This in
turn leads to a stronger Fe-W bonding in Fe/W~100! films
compared to the one in Fe/W~110!. The observed smalle
Fe-W interlayer distance of 1.25 Å in the Fe/W~100! film
compared to the distance of 1.97 Å in Fe/W~110! film is a
direct reflection of the stronger Fe-W interaction in the~100!
film. Further, the observed reduced Fe moment of;2.0mB
and enhanced W moment of 0.25mB in Fe/W~100! is due to
the stronger interaction between Fe and W atoms in the~100!
symmetry. The enhanced Fe moment of 2.56mB and smaller
interfacial W moment of 0.1mB are due to the relative weake
interaction between Fe and W atoms in the~110! film. De-
creasing the in-plane lattice parameter from 3.205 to 3.12
while keeping the same symmetry in Fe/W~100! changes the
magnetic moment slightly from 2.09mB to 1.96mB . The dif-
ferences observed between different crystallographic orie
tions are more dramatic.

The magnetic ‘‘dead layer’’ observed in the submonola
Fe coverage on W~100! substrate6,21 could be partially attrib-
uted to the reduced moments calculated here for Fe/W~100!.
However, there must be other mechanisms contributing
the complete suppression of magnetic signal. It is poss
that the Curie temperature for the 1 ML Fe/W~100! system is
much lower than the corresponding Curie temperature of
K for the 1 ML Fe/W~110!. It is known that Curie tempera
ture is very sensitive to the film thickness, the coordinat
number, the capping and substrate layer thickness, and
interatomic distance.4,39–42 Since exchange couplingJ de-
cays as;1/R3,43 in which R is the interatomic distance, th
Curie temperature will be dependent upon the crysta
graphic orientation of the thin film as demonstrated in R
42. Since Curie temperature is proportional to exchange c
pling J, the Curie temperature for 1 ML Fe/W~100! will be
around 100 K if only nearest-neighbor coordination and d
tance are considered. This temperature is below the prev
experimental temperature conducted.6,21 The lower magnetic
moment for the monolayer Fe on W~100! substrate will re-
duce the Curie temperature even further compared to
corresponding W~110! substrate case.42 In the submonolayer
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regime, the Curie temperature is expected to be even lo
due to the lower coordination number at such coverage c
pared to the complete monolayer coverage. All in all, o
theoretical calculation does not find a magnetically de
monolayer Fe on W~100!. However, it is possible that the
Curie temperature of this system is far below the 1 ML F
W~110! case and below the experimental temperature c
ducted.

Interlayer exchange coupling is also affected qu
strongly by the Fe-W interaction and by the symmetry of t
system. One indirect measure of interlayer exchange c
pling strength is via the induced moments on the W subst
atoms. As stated previously, the interfacial W atom has
induced moment of;0.2mB in ~100! oriented film compared
to ;0.085mB in ~110! oriented film. Further, the inner W
moments vanish very quickly in~110! films, while they are
quite substantial in~100! films. The observed strong ex
change coupling in~100! oriented multilayers is directly re
lated to the stronger interaction between the layers in~100!
oriented films. The difficulty in observing the short GM
oscillation periods in~110! oriented films is probably related
to weak interlayer interaction in~110! films. It is relatively
easier to understand qualitatively how roughness affects
interlayer exchange coupling using the above argument.
sically roughness weakens the crystal-field effect due to
reduction of coordination number in the rougher films. F
ther roughness and disorder at interfaces lead to the inc
mensurate interlayer interaction in the films and therefore
weak coupling between the layers.

As shown in Tables I and II, the interlayer distance infl
ences the magnetic coupling between the W layers. For
shorter interlayer distance in Fe/W~100! films, the induced
moments on each W layer are antiferromagnetically coup
to each other. The larger interlayer distance in Fe/W~110!
films causes the W layers to be ferromagnetically coupled
each other even though the induced moments are very sm

Tables III and IV list the contributions to the total mag
netic moment by each individual orbital for 1 ML Fe/W~100!
and 1 ML Fe/W~110!, respectively. It can be seen that onlyd
orbitals make substantial contribution to the total local ma
netic moment. Moreover, the relatively high-lying antibon
ing orbitals make the most significant contribution to t
magnetic moment. In Fe/W~100!, these are thedz2 anddx2y2

orbitals that make the largest contributions to the Fe m
netic moment. In Fe/W~110!, these are thedz2, dxz anddx2y2

orbitals.
The reason for violating Hund’s third rule due to crysta
4-5
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TABLE IV. The contribution of each orbital to the magnetic moment~spin-up–spin-down! inside the muffin-tin sphere (R51.217 Å) on
each atom for 1 ML Fe/5 ML W~110!.

Spin
~↓-↑! mB s p dtot dz2 dx2y2 dxy dxz dyz

W(S-3) 20.001 20.001 20.003 0.003 20.002 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.001
W(S-2) 20.001 0.000 20.002 0.001 0.006 20.001 20.008 0.005 20.002
W(S-1) 20.088 20.003 20.012 20.073 20.022 0.017 0.001 20.047 20.021
Fe(S) 2.562 0.020 20.005 2.547 0.585 0.608 0.411 0.665 0.279
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field effect is also obvious from Fig. 2. If the electron e
change energy is larger than the energy splitting between
bonding and antibonding orbitals, the system will lower
energy by keeping both the bonding and antibonding orbi
partially occupied and their electron spins aligned paralle
each other. However, if the crystal-field splitting is larg
than the electron exchange energy, the system will gain
energy if the electrons spins are paired and electrons occ
the bonding orbitals. It is apparent that Hund’s third rule w
only be valid for lighter transition metals since the cryst
field effects for these elements are small. In the case of
there is a large crystal-field splitting in W due to the strong
interatomic interaction of the 5d orbitals. Since the averag
exchange splitting is around 1.6 eV in Fe and much sma
for W, and there are 5d orbitals spread over thed band of 10
eV for W, it is easier to see that exchange splitting is sma
than the average energy difference between thed orbitals.
Thus Hund’s third rule is no longer valid for the W system
For Fe/W~100! and Fe/W~110!, there is another possible rea
son for the violation of Hund’s third rule for the interfacial W
layers due to the interlayer spin-orbit interaction with the
moments as pointed out by Wilhelmet al.37 But generally
Hund’s third rule will not be applicable when there is a lar
crystal field present.
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IV. SUMMARY

It is shown that symmetry and crystal-field effect are im
portant factors in determining the equilibrium atomic a
electronic structures in ultrathin Fe/W~110! and Fe/W~100!
magnetic films. The crystal-field energy splitting of the ou
d orbitals and their relative positions are strongly symme
dependent. As a result, the magnetic interactions includ
exchange coupling and magnetic moments are strongly
fected by the crystal-field splitting and therefore by the sy
metry of the thin films. Symmetry also mediates the inter
tions between the Fe overlayer and W substrates. In
W~100!, a stronger interaction between Fe and W
observed, while a weaker interaction between the layer
found in Fe/W~110! films. The lack of experimental evidenc
on the short oscillation periods in~110! oriented GMR films
could also be attributed partly to the weak interlayer inter
tion in the ~110! films. The violation of Hund’s third rule in
the interfacial W layers is probably due to the strong crys
field splitting in W 5d orbitals.
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